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Overview

• ViTs are often more robust than CNNs but still remain very vulnerable against corruptions and perturbations.
• We seek to understand the vulnerability of ViTs by investigating the stability of self-attention mechanism.
• ViTs are inherently patch-based models.

❖ We explicitly study the sensitivity to patch corruptions/perturbations.

Motivation:

Idea & Method:

❖ We propose a new method to improve robustness by Reducing Sensitivity to Patch Corruptions (RSPC).

• Finding particular vulnerable patches to introduce corruptions
• Aligning the features between the clean and corrupted examples

Results:

• The robustness improvement against patch corruptions can generalize well to diverse architectures 
on various robustness benchmarks.

• We can show, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that these improvements stem from the more 
stable attention mechanism across layers.



Background & Motivation
• ViTs are often more robust than CNNs but still remain very vulnerable against corruptions and perturbations.
• We seek to understand the vulnerability of ViTs by investigating the stability of self-attention mechanism.

❖ Since ViTs are inherently patch-based, we explicitly study the sensitivity to patch corruptions/perturbations.



Sensitivity to Patch Perturbations/Corruptions

• Transformers are very sensitive to patch perturbations
• Transformers can be easily misled by the adversarial perturbations only on very few patches
• Nevertheless, generating adversarial perturbations and training against them is very expensive.

Experimental settings: 
• Randomly sample a small number of patches to be perturbed/corrupted (10%, keeping the mask fixed)
• Introduce different perturbations and corruptions into the selected patches  

• Introducing corruptions is much more efficient but not very effective
• Directly introducing corruptions only yields marginal degradation in terms of confidence score

• Occluding patches with noise can significantly hamper the prediction
• A good proxy of adversarial patch perturbations



• We construct the patch-based corruptions (by occluding a small number of patches with noise, e.g., 10%) and 
study how the attention maps would change in each layer.

❖ The self-attention mechanism is very sensitive to patch-based corruptions, which could be a major reason 
for the lack of robustness.

Sensitivity of ViT to Patch-based Corruptions
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Proposed Method
We seek to reduce the sensitivity of self-attention layers against patch corruptions. 
• Finding particular vulnerable patches to introduce corruptions
• Aligning the features between the clean and corrupted examples
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Finding Vulnerable Patches to be Corrupted

❖ Find the patches that changes the intermediate features most:  
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❖ Patch Corruption Model

Making it differentiable with the Straight Through Estimator (STE)

Vary large variance: some patches greatly affect the 
performance while the others may not

Notations:



Reducing Patch Sensitivity via Feature Alignment

Ø Adversarial objective
• Maximize the loss to find vulnerable patches
• Minimize the loss to reduce patch sensitivity



Comparisons on ImageNet
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v Our RSPC models consistently improve the robustness across different model sizes on ImageNet.



Stability of Intermediate Attention Maps
v Our RSPC models obtain much more stable attention maps when facing patch corruptions.



Thanks for your attention！


